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July Maintenance Release Notes

The following is a list of resolved issues for the month of July. If you 
have any questions regarding this maintenance release, please contact

e-Builder Support at support@e-Builder.net or 888-288-5717. 



Module
Release Note

Case Number

 Companies/Contacts

The Current Value column located on the Commitments tab of the Company Details page was left 

aligned as opposed to right aligned. This field is now right aligned to be consistent with e-Builder 

interface standards. 00077577

Cost

When Choosing to Save and Add All Line Items the Custom Field Values would be lost under Budget 

Details->Budget Changes-> Add Change.. Also the Invalid Data Banner would not appear when fields 

were invalid.. Now the Custom Fields will retain their values when adding all line items to the change 

and the Invalid Data Banner will appear when any of the fields have invalid or missing values.
00077275

Cost

Not all budget line items that violated cost controls appeared in the cost violation message. This only 

occurred when there was more than one line item on a commitment. Now, when approving a 

commitment that violates cost controls, all of the budget line items that were violated will be listed 

so users can take corrective action for the appropriate items. 00077279

Cost

A page error was occurring when attempting to void a commitment invoice while the Show Approved 

Commitment Items check box was selected. This issue has been corrected.
00077497

Cost

When editing a commitment in pending and approval requested status, clicking save would remove 

funding rules that were already selected. Now, saving commitments in any status will no longer 

remove funding rules that have already been selected. 00077498

Cost

In IE9 only, when attempting to collapse all after expanding sub categories when editing a Forecast in 

the Cost Module, IE9 would crash. Now, IE9 does not crash and a user is able to collapse all whenever 

the link to collapse all is selected. 00077544

Cost

Time stamps for forms attached to cost entities were displaying in GMT regardless of the persons 

time zone. Now, time zone will be displayed in the time zone of the user. 00077558

Cost

The Budget Approval date was not aligned properly on Confirm Approval page. This field is now left 

aligned. 00077572

Cost

A page error occurred on the General Invoice Details Page when an apostrophe was included in the 

account code. Now this page loads without error regardless of the characters included in the account 

code. 00077595

Cost

Invoice line item attachments were not appearing on the Add/Edit General Invoice page if the project 

did not have funding configured. These attachments now appear whether or not funding is 

configured. 00078158
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Release Note

Case Number

Cost

The filter row itself, or some elements of the filter row were included in the Excel export when 

exporting any grids that have filter functionality enabled in the Cost Module. Now, exported cost 

grids do not include any part of the filter in any browser, which makes sure that all rows and cells in 

the export are visible. When viewing any Cost Module grids with filtering enabled in IE7 with the font 

size increased in Setup > Preferences > Interface Settings, the filter button was wrapping below the 

filter textbox. Now, when viewing these grids under the described circumstances, the filter textbox 

does not honor the font-size increase, which makes sure that the filter button does not wrap 

underneath the filter textbox.
00078343

Cost

When viewing any grid in e-Builder Enterprise the width would extend, but not the length of the 

page, and had the floating scrollbar feature enabled, two horizontal scrollbars were visible. Now 

when viewing these grids, only one horizontal scrollbar will be visible.
00078382

Cost

Users were unable to generate a mail merge template for an invoice. This only occurred when 

generating a non-Application for Payment invoice. Now when the user runs any type of invoice mail 

merge, the mail merge will generate correctly. 00078752

Cost

In processes, a cost violation was being shown for some general invoices when it should not have. 

Now, those general invoice processes are correctly moving forward without the cost violation.

00079683

Cost

When attempting to close a commitment, it was prevented because the actuals received differed 

from the current contract value by less than a penny.Users were unable to invoice or make 

commitment changes less than a penny thus preventing them from making corrections in order to 

close the commitment. Now, commitments can be closed if the difference is less than a penny. 00080087

Cost

An error occurred when users tried to add a Budget Line Item to an account which had Account Code 

Segments filled out, but not enabled. Now, when adding a Budget Line Item under these conditions, 

this will no longer cause an error. 00080231

Dashboards

While viewing a dashboard, clicking 'Refresh' was resulting in the error message 'Error while 

refreshing'. This behavior was noted for one specific dashboard, for a specific account. Now that 

dashboard can be refreshed with no error message shown. 00077503
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Documents

If the Documents module is accessed prior to applying a project template, the new document 

structure will now be seen in the Documents module without having to log out and back in.

00070076

Forms

A page error occurred when files were attached to a form from a local computer. This occurred only 

on form types that were configured to not require a folder when uploading. Now, the form is stored 

directly in the form instance and an error no longer occurs.
00076986

Forms

When printing from the message view popup, the printed document would not include all of the 

message body when the body was larger than the scrollable window. Now, the scrollable body area 

always fits the message size, and when printing, all of the body is now printed. 00077287

Forms

After a new project issue was posted, the Project Issues page was not refreshing and the Fill Out 

Form window did not close. Now the window closes after the issue has been posted and the Project 

Issues page refreshes on its own. Users no longer have to manually refresh the page or close the child 

window. 00077467

Forms

When attaching a file to a form using the Single File Upload tool, a page error occurred and this action 

could not be taken. This issue has been resolved. 00079650

Mobile App

On the e-Builder mobile app, a workflow that the user does not have permissions to start will not be 

available to be started by tapping the "start selected workflow" button. 00074476

Planning

When comparing Project Scenarios, the comparison would show items in red that had not been 

changed. Now, when comparing Project Scenarios, only items that have been changed will show up in 

red, so that users will not be confused about which items have been changed and which items have 

not been changed. This addresses the issue in both e-Builder Enterprise and when exporting from the 

comparison page. 00073150

Processes/Workflow

The notification attached to an external email was requiring user authentication even though it was 

not needed. The page was referencing a non-public component. This fix removes that authentication 

requirement by pointing that component to a public reference.

00075819

Processes/Workflow

For standard imports, exception messages will only be emailed to e-Builder staff and a generic 

message will be emailed to users. 00075931
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Processes/Workflow

A JavaScript error occurred when an item number was selected from the Commitment Change Item 

table in a process instance. This issue has been corrected. 00077429

Processes/Workflow

In a Form Instance, a JavaScript error occurred after clicking the Save button when an attached form 

was removed. This issue has been corrected. 00077465

Processes/Workflow

Filtering for processes on one project showed the same processes when filtering on another project. 

This only occurred in the Processes Tab when the original Project Look up drop down was enabled 

and the user was selecting a project and hitting the enter key instead of selecting a project and using 

the mouse to select a project. Now, when selecting a project and hitting the enter key, the search will 

now use the newly selected project when executing a search.
00077547

Processes/Workflow

Reason Code and Date Change fields will now have a red asterisk indicating they are a required field 

when create a budget change process instance. 00077603

Processes/Workflow

Retainage Release Column will no longer overflow into the next column on Process Instance details 

page. 00077678

Processes/Workflow

A page error occurred when attempting to copy a dynamic budget line item process, which prevented 

this action from taking place. Now users are able to copy dynamic budget line item processes without 

interruption. 00077832

Processes/Workflow

Daily inspection reports could not be submitted. This only occurred when the action was set to allow 

the user to add additional non-actors to the next step. The processes can now be submitted and 

moved ahead. 00078149

Processes/Workflow

Reordering columns on ManageDatafields page in process admin setup will no longer cause a script 

error. 00078280

Processes/Workflow

Entering change amounts for a commitment change process instance was not calculating the grid 

footer totals correctly in a consistent manner. Now, inputting change amounts will consistently 

calculate the footer total correctly. 00078514

Projects

On the Manage Permissions and Permissions by User pages, the Show All button appeared as a single 

word. A space has been added between these words and the button now reads as Show All.

00077629

Reports

Remaining to be paid column on commitment cost reports will now be calculated using current 

commitment value - actuals paid. 00076329
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Release Note

Case Number

Reports

Process Log reports configured with more than one process data field in the report criteria will no 

longer cause an error. 00076470

Reports

When a report was generated from the Reports module and then sent via email, the grand totals in 

the footer were not properly aligned. This issue has been corrected. 00076776

Reports
Reports using formulas that include Budget Cost Summary fields no longer produce an error message.

00078656

Schedules

When using an unsupported file type to import the schedule, an error message did not display, the 

filed simply cleared out. An error message now appears when importing file types other than .mpp 

files during schedule imports. 00078063

Schedules

The default setting for Schedule Duration was displaying as duration instead of days. While importing 

a schedule using Microsoft Excel®, the field mappings did not automatically populate. Also, 

predecessor fields and task custom fields did not allow you to select from all of the column choices. 

These issues have been corrected. 00079849

Search

The Document search was not searching for document custom fields. This search type now includes 

document custom fields. 00078160

Setup Admin

When a copy of a workflow was created, the lookup fields did not copy over. Now when workflows 

are copied, the lookup fields are copied as well. 00076253

Setup Admin

A JavaScript error occurred when deleting form types. Form types can now be deleted without any 

page errors. 00077753

Setup Admin

When importing the schedule from the Setup module, there was an error in the note on the Schedule 

Import page, stating that only .xls/.xlsx files were accepted, in addition to .mpp files. This note has 

been corrected to state that only .mpp files are accepted. 00078963

Setup Admin

Standard Cost Import for commitment invoices was failing for a specific scenario when the 

commitment rule for the commitment was controlled total and performing cost violation checks. 

Now, the import executes without errors. 00079755

User Setup

The wrong cost permissions columns were hidden on accounts without forcasting or cost imports 

enabled. Now, the correct columns will be hidden on the cost permissions tab across the product 

when forcasting or cost imports are not enabled for the account. 00079313
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